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Persistence of the $Z=28$ Shell Gap Around $^{78}$Ni: First Spectroscopy of $^{79}$Cu


(Received 1 February 2017; revised manuscript received 20 September 2017; published 6 November 2017)

In-beam γ-ray spectroscopy of $^{79}$Cu is performed at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory of RIKEN. The nucleus of interest is produced through proton knockout from a $^{80}$Zn beam at 270 MeV/nucleon. The level scheme up to 4.6 MeV is established for the first time and the results are compared to Monte Carlo shell-model calculations. We do not observe significant knockout feeding to the excited states below 2.2 MeV, which indicates that the $Z = 28$ gap at $N = 50$ remains large. The results show that the $^{79}$Cu nucleus can be described in terms of a valence proton outside a $^{78}$Ni core, implying the magic character of the latter.
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The shell model constitutes one of the main building blocks of our understanding of nuclear structure. Its robustness is well proven for nuclei close to the valley of stability, where it successfully predicts and explains the occurrence of magic numbers [1,2]. However, these magic numbers are not universal throughout the nuclear chart and their evolution far from stability, observed experimentally over the last decades, has generated much interest [3]. For example, the magic numbers $N = 20$ and 28 may disappear [4–7] while new magic numbers arise at $N = 14, 16$ and 32, 34, respectively [8–13]. Although shell gaps, defined within a given theoretical framework as differences of effective single-particle energies (ESPE), are not observables [14], they are useful quantities to assess the underlying structure of nuclei [15–17]. The nuclear potential acting on nuclei far from stability can induce drifts of the single-particle orbitals and their behavior as a function of isospin can be understood within the shell model [18–22]. Difficulties arise, however, when the single-particle properties are masked by correlations that stem from residual interactions and discriminating between the two effects is nontrivial.

In the shell model as it was initially formulated, the proton $\pi f_{7/2}$ orbital separates from the $3h_\omega$ harmonic oscillator shell because of the spin-orbit splitting and forms the $Z = 28$ gap. The neutron $\nu g_{9/2}$ orbital splits off from the $4h_\omega$ shell to join the $3h_\omega$ orbits and creates a magic number at $N = 50$. With 28 protons and 50 neutrons, the $^{78}$Ni nucleus is thus expected to be one of the most neutron-rich doubly magic nuclei, making it of great interest for nuclear structure. Up to now, no evidence has been found for the disappearance of the shell closures at $Z = 28$.
and $N = 50$, even if recent studies hint at a possible weakening of the $N = 50$ magic number below $^{70}$Ni [23,24]. On the contrary, the half-life of $^{78}$Ni was determined at 122.2(5.1) ms, suggesting a survival of magicity [25], and calculations predict a first excited state in $^{78}$Ni above 2 MeV [24,26–28]. But so far no other information about $^{78}$Ni is available, with the exception of indirect ones such as the mass of $^{78}$Cu, measured recently [29].

The size of the $Z = 28$ gap might be affected by a drift of the single-particle energies. When adding neutrons in the $\nu/p_{9/2}$ orbital above the $N = 40$ subshell gap, there is a sudden decrease of the energy of the first $5/2^-$ excited state relative to the $3/2^-$ ground state in $^{71,73}$Cu, which was established from $\beta$ decay [30]. The subsequent inversion of these two states in $^{75}$Cu was evidenced from collinear laser spectroscopy [31]. Theoretically, these $3/2^-$ and $5/2^-$ levels are linked through the main components in their respective wave functions with the $p_{3/2}$ and $f_{5/2}$ proton single-particle states [18,32,33].

The behavior of the $\pi f_{7/2}$ spin-orbit partner is more difficult to determine. This orbital is of primary importance as it is one of the two orbitals defining the $Z = 28$ gap. Access to this hole state is possible through proton transfer or knockout reactions [34]. While spectroscopic factors extracted in proton pickup reactions allow in principle for the measurement of strength functions, it is a challenge to identify the smallest components or those that are situated at high excitation energy. Moreover, away from the valley of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive ion beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability, the resort to inverse kinematics with radioactive isotope beams limits the count rate as well as the resolution of stability.

In this Letter we report on our measurement of the proton knockout of $^{80}$Zn into $^{70}$Cu, at $N = 50$. The reaction mechanism favors proton hole states, including the $\pi f_{7/2}^{-1/2}$ one. It sheds the first light on the evolution of nuclear structure in the most neutron-rich copper isotopes available today, in the close vicinity of $^{70}$Ni.

The experiment was performed at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF), operated jointly by the RIKEN Nishina Center and the Center for Nuclear Study of the University of Tokyo. A $^{238}$U beam with an energy of 345 MeV per nucleon and an average intensity of 12 pnA was sent on a 3-mm thick $^7$Be target for in-flight fission. The secondary $^{80}$Zn beam was selected in the BigRIPS separator [38]. A secondary target was placed at the end of BigRIPS. The isotopes before and after the secondary target were identified on an event-by-event basis in the BigRIPS and ZeroDegree spectrometers, respectively, with the TOF-$\beta$-$E$ method [39]. The average $^{80}$Zn intensity was 260 particles per second. The detector setup installed between the two spectrometers was composed of the MINOS device [40] mounted inside the DALI2 $\gamma$-ray multidetector [41]. MINOS consists of a liquid-hydrogen target surrounded by a cylindrical time-projection chamber (TPC). The target was 102(1) mm long with a density of 70.97 kg/m$^3$. The energy of the isotopes was 270 and 180 MeV per nucleon at the entrance and exit of MINOS, respectively. The $^{70}$Cu nucleus was produced mainly through proton knockout from the incoming $^{80}$Zn isotopes, the $(p,3p)$ channel from $^{81}$Ga contributing to only 8%. The emitted protons were tracked in the TPC, while the beam trajectory was given by two parallel-plate avalanche counters [42] before the target. For the events with at least one proton detected in the TPC, this ensured the reconstruction of the interaction-vertex position with 95% efficiency and a 5-mm uncertainty (full width at half maximum) along the beam axis. The DALI2 array consists of 186 NaI scintillator crystals that were calibrated with $^{60}$Co, $^{137}$Cs, and $^{58}$Y sources. When several crystals separated by no more than 15 cm were hit by $\gamma$ rays, the energies were summed before Doppler correction and the event was considered as one single $\gamma$ ray, a method known as add-back. The photopake

![FIG. 1. $\gamma$-ray spectrum of $^{80}$Zn($p$, $2p$)$^{79}$Cu after Doppler correction, with multiplicities below 4. The experimental data points are in black, with the double-exponential background as the blue dashed line, the simulated response function of each transition in purple, and the sum of the simulated response functions with the background in red. Discrepancies between the data and the fit are due to nonidentified transitions (see text). The inset shows $\gamma$-$\gamma$ coincidences after background subtraction for a gate set on the 656-keV [subpanel (a)] and 855-keV [subpanel (b)] transitions.](image-url)
The γ-ray spectrum obtained for $^{80}$Zn$(p, 2p)^{79}$Cu after Doppler correction is shown in Fig. 1. Two clear transitions were found at 656(5) and 855(6) keV, while three structures were seen in the ranges 1.0–1.5 MeV, 2.0–3.4 MeV, and 3.4–4.5 MeV. γ-γ coincidences with background subtraction were performed, gating on the 656- and 855-keV transitions. The corresponding coincidence spectra are shown in the insets of Fig. 1. Seven transitions are observed when a gate is set around 656 keV: 750(20), 760(30), 1220(30), 2240(40), 2440(40), 2600(40), and 3070(30) keV. When a gate is set around 855 keV, three other γ rays were found at 2940(60), 3880(40), and 4300(40) keV, with no coincidence with any other transition. The structure between 3.4 and 4.5 MeV is well resolved. The level scheme for $^{79}$Cu, based on the intensities of the transitions and the γ-γ coincidences, is shown in Fig. 2. Considering the intensities of the 656- and 855-keV transitions, the latter is placed on top of the former. No γ transition was seen below 656 keV, while it was possible elsewhere in the data set to detect peaks down to 200 keV. We place the first excited state of $^{79}$Cu at 656(5) keV and the second one at 1511(8) keV. A direct decay of the 1511-keV level to the ground state cannot be excluded but has not been observed: by fitting the spectrum, a limit can be put that is equal to one third of the intensity of the 855-keV transition. The 750-, 1220-, and 3070-keV transitions, found in coincidence with both the 656- and 855-keV ones, are placed on top of the 1511-keV level. This gives three levels at 2260(20), 2730(30), and 4580(30) keV, respectively. The 2260- and 2730-keV levels are shown as dashed lines because we cannot exclude the coincidence of the 750- and 1220-keV transitions with other γ rays due to low statistics.

No information about the half-lives of levels was available and therefore we considered all decays to be prompt. A half-life of several tens of picoseconds could change the energy by a few percent, but it would not affect the placement of the transitions in the scheme. For example, a 100 ps half-life corresponds to an offset of 24 keV for a 1 MeV transition, emitted with a 100 ps half-life, which is small compared to the resolution of the detector.

TABLE I. Transitions seen in the $^{80}$Zn$(p, 2p)^{79}$Cu spectrum. Intensities are normalized with respect to the intensity of the 656-keV transition, and take into account all multiplicities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (keV)</th>
<th>Intensity (relative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>656(5)$^b$</td>
<td>100(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750(20)$^a,b$</td>
<td>9(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>855(6)$^a$</td>
<td>33(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1220(30)$^a,b$</td>
<td>16(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2240(40)$^a$</td>
<td>4(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2440(40)$^a$</td>
<td>21(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2600(40)$^a$</td>
<td>40(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2940(60)</td>
<td>33(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3070(30)$^a,b$</td>
<td>28(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3880(40)</td>
<td>34(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4300(40)</td>
<td>31(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Transitions observed in the γ-γ spectrum when gating on the 656-keV transition.

$^b$Transitions observed in the γ-γ spectrum when gating on the 855-keV transition.

FIG. 2. Proposed level scheme for $^{79}$Cu. The experimental results (left) are compared to Monte Carlo shell-model (MCSM) calculations (right).
Monte Carlo shell-model (MCSM) calculations were carried out in the $pfg_9d_5s_2$ model space of protons and neutrons with an A3DA Hamiltonian [27]. Previous results are reproduced within this theoretical framework, like the structure of $^{80,82}$Zn [44] and $^{79}$Cu [45]. Calculated occupation numbers of proton orbits for the wave functions of the ground state of $^{80}$Zn as well as for the lowest calculated states in $^{79}$Cu are given in Table II. Spectroscopic factors, corresponding to the overlap between the initial ($^{80}$Zn) and final ($^{79}$Cu) wave functions, are also given. The ground state of $^{80}$Zn is characterized by a proton component that is distributed over the $\pi f_{5/2}$ and $\pi p_{3/2}$ orbitals. The unpaired proton in $^{79}$Cu, after one-proton removal from $^{80}$Zn, is expected to reside mainly in the $pf$ orbitals and therefore generates negative-parity final states.

We propose a $5/2^-$ spin for the ground state of $^{79}$Cu and a $3/2^+$ spin for the first excited state at 656 keV from the systematics of the copper isotopic chain, as shown in Fig. 3, as well as the systematics of the $N = 50$ isotonic chain above $^{78}$Cu [48,49]. The present MCSM calculations support this conclusion. The calculated wave functions for the lowest $5/2^-$ and $3/2^-$ states correspond closely to those of the $\pi f_{5/2}$ (75.3%) and $\pi p_{3/2}$ (74.2%) single-particle states, respectively. From the comparison with $^{78}$Cu [45,46], the $3/2^-$ level is seen to rise and illustrates the continuation of the inversion of the $\pi p_{3/2}$ and $\pi f_{5/2}$ orbitals that is known from the preceding copper isotopes.

For the second excited state at 1511 keV, the calculation offers two possibilities: a $1/2^-$ state at 1957 keV, with 48.3% $\pi p_{1/2}$ single-particle character, or a $7/2^-$ state at 2035 keV, whose 64.1% of the wave function is built from a $\pi f_{7/2}$ hole and two protons in $\pi f_{5/2}p_{3/2}$. The absence of direct feeding in the knockout reaction disfavors the $7/2^-$ assignment, for which the calculated spectroscopic factor is high. Comparing the transition strengths for $1/2^-$ and $7/2^-$ spins obtained from calculated $B(M1)$ and $B(E2)$ values and experimental energies, we find that the ratio $\lambda(1/2^-_1 \rightarrow 5/2^-_0) / \lambda(1/2^-_1 \rightarrow 3/2^-_1)$ equals 3.2 while $\lambda(7/2^-_1 \rightarrow 5/2^-_0) / \lambda(7/2^-_1 \rightarrow 3/2^-_1)$ is 427, so we would expect the 1511-keV transition to be stronger than the 855-keV one. We do not see a 1511-keV transition to the ground state because of the limited resolution, but we can put an upper limit of 10(2) for its intensity compared to 33(4) for the 855-keV one, namely, a ratio of 0.30(7). This is closer to the expected value for $1/2^-$ than for $7/2^-$. If this level is a $1/2^-$ state, the low ratio of 0.30(7) would rather support a $\pi p_{1/2}$ single-particle nature for this state, unlike the strongly collective $1/2^-$ state seen at low energy in $^{69,71,73}$Cu [47,50].

The multiplet of states between 2.7 and 3.3 MeV is interpreted as the coupling of a proton in the $\pi f_{5/2}$ or $\pi p_{3/2}$ orbital with the first $2^+$ state of $^{78}$Ni, in agreement with the present MCSM calculations for which all calculated states shown above 2.6 MeV are core-coupling states. We can therefore estimate the first $2^+$ state of $^{78}$Ni at about 3 MeV excitation energy, in accordance with the MCSM calculations and other theoretical studies [24,26–28]. Such a 3-MeV $2^+_1$ state in $^{78}$Ni, compared to 992 keV in $^{76}$Ni [51], indicates a good shell closure at $N = 50$.

In the experimental level scheme, we find that the knockout of a proton results in a final nucleus at high excitation energy, populating several configurations. Because of the structure of the wave function of the $^{80}$Zn ground state, we may expect the reaction to populate the $\pi f_{7/2}^\dagger f_{5/2}^\dagger$ hole but also the $\pi f_{7/2}^\dagger f_{5/2}^\dagger p_{3/2}$ and $\pi f_{7/2}^\dagger p_{3/2}^2$ configurations. The $\pi f_{7/2}^\dagger$ single-particle wave function will mix with the $7/2^-$ members of the $\pi( f_{5/2}, p_{3/2} ) \otimes 2^+$ multiplets, resulting in a fragmentation of the strength over several levels. We have no evidence for a strongly fed $7/2^-$ state below 2.2 MeV and we conclude on the absence of a significant part of the $\pi f_{7/2}^\dagger$ strength below this energy.

Concerning cross sections, we determined an inclusive cross section of 7.9(4) mb for the $^{80}$Zn($p, 2p$)$^{79}$Cu reaction, but reliable exclusive cross sections could not be extracted as the feeding ratio of each level could be affected by nonobserved transitions between high-energy levels. Only an upper limit of 3.8(8) mb for the ground state and a small

---

**Table II.** Occupation numbers of proton orbits and spectroscopic factors (SF) for the lowest and the three first $7/2^-$ calculated states in $^{79}$Cu, as well as for the ground state of $^{80}$Zn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E (MeV)</th>
<th>J$^+$</th>
<th>$f_{7/2}$</th>
<th>$f_{5/2}$</th>
<th>$p_{3/2}$</th>
<th>$p_{1/2}$</th>
<th>$g_{9/2}$</th>
<th>$d_{5/2}$</th>
<th>SF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5/2$^-$</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>3/2$^-$</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.957</td>
<td>1/2$^-$</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.035</td>
<td>7/2$^-$</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.645</td>
<td>7/2$^-$</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.992</td>
<td>7/2$^-$</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{80}$Zn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0$^+$</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
value of 0.04(29) mb for the first excited state were found, leaving at least 4.1(9) mb that will mainly belong to states that in their wave function contain a hole in the $\pi f_{7/2}$ orbital. Theoretical single-particle cross sections were calculated using the distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA) framework [52] and averaged along the thick target, the beam energy decreasing from 270 to 180 MeV per nucleon. The optical potentials for the incoming proton and the outgoing two protons are obtained by a microscopic framework; the Melbourne nucleon-nucleon $G$-matrix interaction [53] is folded by a nuclear density calculated with the Bohr-Mottelson single-particle potential [54]. For the ground state, the low-lying $\pi p_{3/2}$ state and the knockout of a $\pi f_{7/2}$ proton, we obtained 2.1, 2.6, and 2.3 mb, respectively, and these numbers should be multiplied by the corresponding spectroscopic factors from the MCSM calculations put it at 4.9 MeV. Experimentally, we found a lower limit of 2.2 MeV for the $\pi f_{7/2}^{-1}$ hole strength. Even if the latter cannot be directly related to the ESPE because of model-dependent correlations, both experiment and theory show that although the orbital content of the $Z = 28$ gap is changing along the copper isotopic chain, its magicity persists. Therefore, $^{79}$Cu can be described as a $^{78}$Ni core plus a valence proton. This is in line with the depiction of $^{80}$Zn as two-proton configurations with a $^{78}$Ni core [44].

In conclusion, we performed the first spectroscopy of $^{76}$Cu and compared the results with MCSM calculations. These calculations show the restoration of the single-particle nature of the low-lying states, which is supported by the experiment. There is no significant knockout feeding to the excited states below 2.2 MeV, indicating that the $Z = 28$ gap remains large. The ability to describe the $^{79}$Cu nucleus as a valence proton outside a $^{78}$Ni core presents us with indirect evidence of the magic character of the latter. Spectroscopy and mass measurement of $^{78}$Ni are the next steps for a direct proof of its double magicity.
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